Abstract. Ranking and entity summarization are operations that are tightly connected and recurrent in many different domains. Possible application fields include information retrieval, question answering, named entity disambiguation, co-reference resolution, and natural language generation. Still, the use of these techniques is limited because there are few accessible resources. PageRank computations are resource-intensive and entity summarization is a complex research field in itself. We present two generic and highly re-usable resources for RDF knowledge bases: a component for PageRank-based ranking and a component for entity summarization. The two components, namely PageRankRDF and summaServer, are provided in form of open source code along with example datasets and deployments. In addition, this work outlines the application of the components for PageRank-based RDF ranking and entity summarization in the question answering project WDAqua.
Introduction
PageRank scores and entity summaries are important tools in many applications that are relying on RDF data. We want to start with concrete examples in the question answering domain:
PageRank scores can be used as a feature to disambiguate between resources. Suppose a user asks just for "River". While there are many different meanings for "River" like a film or a village, the most probable one is the one referring to a natural watercourse. PageRank scores can be used in this context to rank the different meanings of "River" and to present the most probable one to the user. Another possible application of PageRank scores is the ranking of an answer set. Suppose a user asks "Which lakes are located in Italy?" Without any ranking, the resulting list could easily start with an unknown lake like "Lake Reschen". This is probably not very relevant information for the user. By ranking the answer set properly, like in the information retrieval context, the usefulness of the answer for the user is increased.
Entity summarization [14] is the problem of identifying a limited number of ordered triples that summarize an entity in the best way-typically presented in knowledge panels. Those are then presented to the user together with the answer to a question (or search result) to enrich the current search context. Moreover they can also be useful for increasing the discoverability within the dataset (in the sense that the user can explore different aspects relating to the answer). Entity summarization and ranking algorithms (such as PageRank) are tightly related as the relevance of a triple given a specific entity needs to be estimated.
On one side, PageRank-based ranking and entity summaries can be essential tools in many domains like information retrieval, named entity disambiguation [20] , entity linking [17] , co-reference resolution, and natural language generation. On the other side, PageRank computations are resource-intensive and entity summarization is a research field in its own. So, while there are potentially many application areas the lack of easy access to re-usable resources is limiting the use of these technologies. We present two highly re-usable resources for 1) PageRank [4] on RDF graphs (PageRankRDF) that can be combined to a 2) generic framework for entity summarization (summaServer). Both components are well documented and licensed under the MIT License (see Section 2) . This enables extensibility and reusability without any types of restrictions. The framework has matured from earlier contributions [16, 18, 19] in the context of the WDAqua 3 research project with a focus on re-usable components for question answering [5, 6, 7] . This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we provide an overview of the presented resources. In Section 3 we first analyze the performance of PageRankRDF with respect to scalability in time and memory which are the limiting resources during PageRank computations. Second we compare the PageRank scores when computed over the RDF graph and when computed over the corresponding link structure of Wikipedia. In Section 4 we describe the summaServer component. We also describe how to extend summaServer in order to generate summaries for new knowledge bases and its API. In Section 5 we describe how PageRankRDF and summaServer are used in an existing question answering system called WDAqua-core1. In Section 6 we compare this work to existing ones and we conclude with Section 7.
Resources
The main contribution of this work encompasses the following two resources. https://wdaqua-summa-server.univ-st-etienne.fr/scigraph/sum R 2.6 https://wdaqua-summa-server.univ-st-etienne.fr/wikidata/sum As a side note: From a previous contribution [19] there already exists the summaClient JavaScript component. It is a client of the summaServer that can be easily embedded in web pages. It is also licensed under the MIT License and can be accessed at https://github.com/athalhammer/ summaClient.
Computation of PageRank on RDF Graphs
In the following we describe Resource R 1 , namely PageRankRDF, a command line tool for computing PageRank scores over RDF graphs. In particular we analyze its scalability in terms of time and memory which are the limiting resources for PageRank computation. Then we analyze the quality of PageRank scores of Wikidata by comparing them with PageRank scores computed using untyped links between the corresponding Wikipedia articles.
Runtime Comparison: Non-HDT version vs. HDT-version
Implementing the Pagerank algorithm is a fairly easy task. The main problem is to make it scalable in terms of time and memory. We present two different ways to compute the PageRank scores over RDF graphs. Both implement the PageRank algorithm as presented by Brin and Page in [4] . The first implementation is a straight-forward implementation of the algorithm that takes as input an RDF dump in one of the current formats (like N-triples, Turtle) and computes the corresponding PageRank scores. The second implementation takes as input an RDF graph in HDT format [8] . HDT is a format for RDF that stores the graph in a very efficient way in terms of space. Generally, a factor ×10 between the space consumption of the original RDF dump in one of the usual formats and the corresponding HDT dump is realistic. Moreover at the same time the RDF graph remains queryable, in the sense that triple patterns can be resolved in milliseconds. An HDT file contains three sections: the Header (which simply contains some metadata), the Dictionray (which is a compressed mapping between URIs and integers) and the Triples (which are also compressed using the Dictionary and additional compression techniques). The second implementation is based on two observations. First, only the graph structure is important for the computation of the PageRank scores, i.e. the last section of the HDT file. Second, the dictionary section, i.e. the URIs, are occupying most of the space. The implementation basically computes the PageRank scores on the third section of the HDT file and uses the dictionary only at the end to assign the scores to the different URIs. This makes the second implementation much more time and memory efficient.
In Figure 1 the two implementations are compared by computing the PageRank scores for the Wikidata dump of the 28 September 2017 which has a size of 237 Gb and contains 2.2 billion triples. While the tool supports literals we ignore them in this experiment. It shows that when starting from an HDT dump of the graph the time consumption is reduced by a factor of ×19 and the memory consumption by a factor of ×5. In particular this last point is important since it allows the computation of PageRank scores of bigger datasets on affordable hardware. The time performance is increased for the following reason: When computing PageRank over an RDF file, most of the time is spent parsing and putting the data in a well-suited structure. The computation of the PageRank scores is rather short. With HDT the data is already in an optimal structure for the computation. Note that HDT dumps of online available datasets can be found in the LOD laundromat [2] 11 or under http://www.rdfhdt.org/datasets/. Moreover they can be easily created using the corresponding command line tools. 
Input Comparison: RDF relations vs. Wikipedia links
Next to the standard parameters "damping factor" and "number of iterations", PageRank [4] computations naturally depend most strongly on the input graph. Thalhammer and Rettigner showed in their work "PageRank on Wikipedia: Towards General Importance Scores for Entities" [18] that link filtering and weighting can have a strong influence on the output of PageRank calculations. In the same work it was indicated that the output of PageRank computations on the extracted RDF version of Wikipedia (i.e., DBpedia) could correlate less with page-view-based rankings than PageRank computations on the untyped Wikipedia link graph. However, the experiment was not performed and the following question is still open: "How do PageRank computations based on RDF relations compare to those based on Wikipedia links?" In order to answer this question, we start with the assumption that a higher ranking correlation (in our case Spearman's ρ and Kendall's τ ) 13 to page-view-based rankings indicates a better ranking outcome.
The input data consists of three different ranking computations: PageRank on the Wikidata RDF graph (via PageRankRDF on a dump from September 28, 2017), PageRank on the Wikipedia link graph (computed with danker v0. 1 Both types of entities are included in the SubjectiveEye3D dataset which, in consequence, reduces the number of entities in the intersection set significantly. Another reduction factor were articles that have been deleted since 2013 (the upper limit of the SubjectiveEye3D input).
The result of the mutual correlation computations is outlined in Table 1 . Both PageRank-based rankings have a positive correlation with the page-view-based ranking. The results show that danker correlates stronger with SubjectiveEye3D than PageRankRDF for both ranking correlation measures. Note that danker is tailored to the Wikipedia and/or Wikidata setting while PageRankRDF generalizes for all RDF graphs. Although there is no separation of A-Box and T-Box in Wikidata, terms like "Wikipedia Category" (wd:Q4167836), "scientific article" (wd:Q13442814), and "human" (wd:Q5) are prevalent in the top ten terms in the output of PageRankRDF. For specific applications it could make sense to pre-filter the input graph by certain predicates, such as rdfs:subClassOf, but this comes at the cost of generality and could impact the ranking output on other ends. Therefore, all datasets presented in R 1.x were computed without such pre-filtering.
The correlation between danker and SubjectiveEye3D is weaker than expected from the more positive results of [18] . In that work, the PageRank experiments are based on page link datasets of English Wikipedia. In contrast, the danker ALL option factors in page links from all Wikipedia language editions and therefore reduces bias towards English Wikipedia. One possibility for the lower correlation could be that SubjectiveEye3D maintains a rather strong bias towards English Wikipedia (despite the mentioned normalization steps).
Re-usable API for Serving Summaries of Entities
In this section we present Resource R 2 -namely the summaServer-a service implementation that serves summaries of entities contained in RDF graphs. We first recapitulate the SUMMA API design [19] which is implemented by summaServer. Then, we sketch how a typical entity summarization service can be implemented using the summaServer code base.
The SUMMA API
The SUMMA API [19] is composed of two main components:
-SUMMA Vocabulary.
17
-RESTful interaction mechanism.
This combination enables seamless integration with other Semantic Web components and a large degree of freedom with respect of the underlying entity summarization algorithm(s). When requesting a summary of an RDF entity only two parameters are mandatory: entity the URI of the target resource (i.e., the resource to be summarized). topK the number of triples the summary should contain.
The first interaction with the RESTful server is an HTTP POST request for creating a summary (see Listing 1) . Note that the identifier of the summary in the summary request is a blank node (Turtle notation). The request basically says: "I would like the server to create a summary that complies with the given parameters." The server then responds with HTTP code 201 (CREATED). The Location header field denotes where we can find the newly created summary for future reference (i.e., to be accessed via GET): https://wdaqua-summa-server.univ-stetienne.fr/wikidata/sum?entity=http://www.wikidata.org/entity/Q42&topK= 5&maxHops=1&language=en. ¥ Different client applications can request summaries and interpret the returned content. For this, summaServer can parse and create output in all standard RDF serializations (in accordance to the provided Content-type and Accept header parameters). As a matter of fact, summaries do not necessarily need to be requested via POST requests but can also be directly accessed via GET (summaServer keeps the URL layout). However, the interaction mechanism could also return summaries identified by non-speaking URIs like https:// wdaqua-summa-server.univ-st-etienne.fr/wikidata/sum/xyz. An example implementation of a client-the summaClient JavaScript component (https: //github.com/athalhammer/summaClient)-can interact with any server that implements the SUMMA API layout (see for example Section 5.2).
For more details on SUMMA the reader is kindly referred to [19] .
Implementation Guide
We briefly want to describe the idea used by the summaServer to generate summaries. Imagine one wants to generate the summary for an entity, like the Fig. 2 . Example of a summary for "Lake Garda".
Wikidata entity Q6414 corresponding to "Lake Garda", one of the biggest Italian lakes. The objective is to present to the user, between all facts that are known about this entity, the ones that best summarize it. An example of a summary for the "Lake Garda" is given in Figure 2 . The idea presented in [16] generates the summary for a target entity X using the following straight-forward strategy. First the knowledge base is explored around X in a breadth-first traversal up to a certain depth (typically only 1, i.e., the next neighbours). For all reached entities the PageRank scores are considered and ranked in decreasing order. The entities corresponding to the first topK scores are shown in the summary. In the concrete example of "Lake Garda" the first 5 entities would be "Italy", "Alps", "Desenzano del Garda", "Mincio" and "Sarca". Note, during the breadth-first search the knowledge base can be either traversed in a directed or in an undirected way. In the following, we assume that the PageRank scores for all entities in the knowledge base were computed (for example using the command line tool in Section 3) and stored using the vRank vocabulary [13] . Moreover the PageRank scores are loaded in a SPARQL endpoint together with the original knowledge base. Setting up the summaServer to generate summaries for entities reduces to: indicate the address of the SPARQL endpoint and writing three SPARQL queries. We want to describe the three queries using as a concrete example the Wikidata knowledge base. We have implemented such queries for the following knowledge bases: Wikidata, DBpedia, DBLP, MusicBrainz, Freebase and the Scigraph. The imple- mentations can be found at https://github.com/WDAqua/SummaServer/tree/ master/src/main/java/edu/kit/aifb/summarizer/implemented. After indicating the endpoint and writing the three above queries the summaServer provides a summarization service for the corresponding knowledge base. For a more detailed instruction we refer to https://github.com/WDAqua/SummaServer# extending-to-a-new-knowledge-base-kb.
Use case: Question Answering
In this section we show how the PageRank scores and the entity summarization services are used in the Quesiton Answering system WDAqua-Core1 [6, 7] .
PageRank for Question Answering
PageRank scores are used by WDAqua-core1 at two places. The first is for disambiguating entities. Suppose a user just asks for "River" and the question answering system uses Wikidata as an underlying knowledge bases. Multiple entities could be meant like Q4022 (a natural watercourse), Q2784912 (a village and civil parish in Kent) or Q7337056) (a studio album by Izzy Stradlin). The question is ambiguous but one still wants to present the most probable interpretation to the user. PageRanks are used here to identify the most probable intended interpretation by the user, i.e. the one with the highest PageRank between the possible candidates. A concrete usage is shown in Figure 3 . A second application of PageRank scores relates to result set ordering. Imagine the following scenario. A user asks "Give me lakes in Italy." There are hundreds of lakes in Italy and currently there are 499 in Wikidata. Returning just a list will not be very useful for the user. Since the order is random the first presented Fig. 4 . Screenshot of WDAqua-Core1 for the question "What is the outflow of Lake Garda?". The entity summary is on the right-bottom part. Note that the links are discoverable, i.e. by clicking on "Po" information of "Po" are displayed (in the same way if the user asked directly for "Po").
lakes can be some unknown lake like the "Lago di Posta Fibreno". Ranking the answers according to PageRank will provide "Lago di Garda" and "Lago di Como" in the top ranks which is probably more relevant information for the user. The PageRank scores used in WDAqua-Core1 correspond to R 1.1 , R 1.2 , R 1.3 , R 1.4 , R 1.5 , R 1.6 and are computed using the tool presented in Section 3.
Entity Summarization for Question Answering
Entity summaries are used in Trill [5] , the front-end used by WDAqua-Core1. An example is given in Figure 4 . The summarization service is used mainly for two reasons: First, to add context to the retrieved answer. An expected result of this is that the confidence of the user in the answer is increased. Second, to increase discoverability within the dataset, i.e., offering a number of facts related to the answer entity the user. The facts are browse-able in the sense that the summary facts are clickable links that allow to easily explore other information in the graph that are connected to the original entities. WDAqua-Core1 currently uses the summarization services offered by summaServer corresponding to R 2.1 , R 2.2 , R 2.3 , R 2.4 , R 2.5 , R 2.6 . As explained in Section 3.2 the PageRank scores computed over the linked structure of Wikipedia express better the page views of the user. Since in DBpedia every entity corresponds to a Wikipedia article, for DBpedia we use the PageRank scores computed over the linked structure of Wikipedia. A demo of WDAqua-Core1 can be found at www.wdaqua.eu/qa.
Related Work
We touch on two fields in this work, namely ranking for RDF knowledge bases and entity summarization. For a good survey on ranking for RDF knowledge bases we refer the reader to Roa-Valverde and Sicilia [12] . Recent work on this topic includes Ngomo et al. [10] which gives an alternative to traditional PageRank computation.
18 Also some vendors have included PageRank functionality in their products. 19 We presented an efficient implementation of PageRank that, when data is already provided in HDT format (as often already done; see LOD laundromat [2] ), has a very high time and memory efficiency. For an overview on the field of entity summarization we kindly refer the reader to Section 2.2 of [14] . Recent work includes Pouriyeh et al. [11] .
The presented work is intended to provide findable, accessible, interoperable, and re-usable (FAIR) baselines for ranking and entity summarization in RDF knowledge bases. It stands in the light of the FAIR guiding principles [22] that every modern researcher should try to adhere to. We build on [19] where the SUMMA API was originally presented. Next to the service endpoints presented in this work, this API definition has been implemented by [15] with the show case of DBpedia and is online available. We encourage other researchers in the field also to publish their research prototypes along the FAIR guiding principles by adhering to the SUMMA API definition. To the best of our knowledge, DBpedia/Wikidata PageRank 20 [18] is currently the only public source for precomputed datasets of knowledge bases that can easily be loaded into triplestores. PageRankRDF builds on this work and provides general, affordable PageRank computation for RDF knowledge bases. An initial implementation of PageRankRDF was used for experiments by Andreas Harth that are documented at http://harth.org/andreas/2016/datenintelligenz/.
Summary
We have presented two important and tightly connected resources: a command line tool for computing PageRank scores called PageRankRDF R 1 , and a framework for computing entity summaries called summaServer R 2 . The code is open source and available under an open licence. We have demonstrated that PageRankRDF can scale up to large datasets and we are publishing the computed scores for example knowledge bases. Moreover, we have described summaServer and shown how it can be extended to new knowledge bases. Finally, we have shown how the existing resources are used in a concrete scenario, namely in the existing question answering system WDAqua-Core1. The presented resources will be maintained and used within the WDAqua ITN Project 21 [9] . Due to the popularity of the previously published PageRank scores [18] for DBpedia/Wikidata and the number of possible applications in different research areas, we believe that the presented resources are an important contribution for the Semantic Web community.
